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• The PaSH Partnership has created 

a booklet to support employers to 

reduce HIV stigma in the 

workplace.

• This booklet also ensures that 

employees living with HIV 

understand their rights and 

protections enshrined in the 

Equality Act 2010 and helps them 

advocate for those rights.

• The guide was developed in co-

production with employers, HR 

departments, professionals 

working in the field, and people 

living with HIV.





• The protection of the Equality Act 2010 upon 

recruitment processes, confidentiality and 

reasonable adjustments formed the initial 

research.

• Co-production was then vital in the development 

of the resource. It was reviewed by HR 

departments, people living with HIV, 

professionals in the field, and GM Good 

Employment Charter.
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• Real case studies of workplace discrimination were integrated, as well as a 

list of local and national organisations dedicated to supporting employers 

and employees.

• The booklet was launched with a webinar event attended by 118 people in 

September 2023.

• Speakers at the event included representation from George House Trust, 

GM Good Employment Charter, and a person with lived experience of HIV-

related workplace discrimination.
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Production process (continued): graphic design by 

Shilvan da Costa



Production process (continued): booklet design by Jen 

Corcoran 27eleven.co.uk



What is the learning from the 

project?

• Many workplaces do not understand that HIV is a 

treatable and manageable condition with minimal side 

effects on an individual’s working life.

• Many employers do not know how to be an HIV confident 

employer.

• Training and awareness raising work needs to be 

provided in workplaces to reduce HIV stigma and 

discrimination. This guide can support this work.



What are the next steps?

• The free to access guide will be promoted to 

workplaces.

• Training sessions will be provided to ensure 

employers can confidently align themselves with The 

Equality Act 2010 and challenge HIV stigma and 

discrimination.

• The guide could contribute to further HIV stigma 

projects, for example the creation of an HIV Charter 

Mark.



HIV in the Workplace training 

feedback
"Great session on a topic I (selfishly) wouldn’t have really 

thought about before, I truly learned a lot! Thank you!"

"It was great to learn a bit more in depth about the stigma and 

taboo still surrounding HIV, as well as ways I can be an 

advocate for HIV acceptance in the workplace as well as in my 

personal life."

"I believe this is a necessary step for everyone to take in 

terms of raising awareness, not only educating the employees but 

also the employer!"

"It was a great presentation and very informative. Clear from 

start to finish and some useful practical advice."



For more information, please 

contact:

pash@thebha.org.uk

joe.tanzer@thebha.org.uk
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Please download HIV in the Workplace: A Guide for Employers and 

Employees

Available online:

• Online + PDF Download HIV in the Workplace Guide

• Video of webinar launch event

• Online + PDF Download of National Edition of HIV in 

the Workplace

• Contraception and STI booklet resources
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